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OutlineOutline

 3rd Lecture 3rd Lecture

•• Effective models: general idea Effective models: general idea

•• Effective theory for the  Effective theory for the deconfinementdeconfinement
    transition using the transition using the Polyakov Polyakov looploop

•• Effective theory for the  Effective theory for the chiral chiral transition:transition:
    the linear the linear σσ model model

•• Nonzero quark mass effects Nonzero quark mass effects

•• Combining  Combining chiral chiral and and deconfinement deconfinement transitionstransitions

•• Summary Summary
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••  Keep relevant symmetriesKeep relevant symmetries

•• Try to include in the effective action all terms allowed by Try to include in the effective action all terms allowed by
the chosen symmetriesthe chosen symmetries

•• Mimic of QCD at low energy using a simpler field theory Mimic of QCD at low energy using a simpler field theory

•• Analytic results: estimates, qualitative behavior, etc. Analytic results: estimates, qualitative behavior, etc.

•• Examples: linear  Examples: linear σσ model, NJL model, model, NJL model, Polyakov  Polyakov loop model, ...loop model, ...

•• Just part of the story - combined with lattice QCD may Just part of the story - combined with lattice QCD may
provide good insightprovide good insight

Effective models: general ideaEffective models: general idea
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Linear Linear σσ model: model:

NJL model:NJL model:

Polyakov Polyakov loop model:loop model:

Examples:Examples:
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SSB at finite temperature:SSB at finite temperature:

T >> T >> TTcc:   :                                   T << T << TTcc::

+ explicit symmetry breaking:+ explicit symmetry breaking:

••  Effective potentials mustEffective potentials must
reproduce these featuresreproduce these features

••  Parameters chosen to fitParameters chosen to fit
lattice results or datalattice results or data
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From pure gauge From pure gauge deconfinement deconfinement to the to the chiralchiral limit: limit:
Playing with quark masses in the Playing with quark masses in the ““QCD transition(s)QCD transition(s)””

[Gavin, [Gavin, Gocksch Gocksch & & Pisarski Pisarski (1994)](1994)]
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Effective theory for theEffective theory for the deconfinement  deconfinement transitiontransition

••  Symmetry: for pure gauge SU(Symmetry: for pure gauge SU(NNcc) QCD, we have invariance) QCD, we have invariance
of the gauge fields under elements of the center Z(of the gauge fields under elements of the center Z(NNcc))

•• The boundary conditions at finite T, though, are given by The boundary conditions at finite T, though, are given by

••  The order parameter for SSB of Z(The order parameter for SSB of Z(NNcc) can be constructed) can be constructed
from the from the Polyakov Polyakov looploop

ThenThen:: construct effective field theory using the  construct effective field theory using the Polyakov Polyakov loop!loop!
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Model 1Model 1: : eigenvalues eigenvalues of the of the Polyakov Polyakov loop as the order parameterloop as the order parameter

After After diagonalizing diagonalizing the the Polyakov Polyakov loop, one can use theloop, one can use the
eigenvalues eigenvalues as the degrees of freedom of the effective theory:as the degrees of freedom of the effective theory:

Performing a Performing a perturbative perturbative calculation and inserting a mass scale:calculation and inserting a mass scale:

M = M(M = M(TTcc) from the lattice) from the lattice

[[Ogilvie Ogilvie et al (2000/2002)]et al (2000/2002)]

ExerciseExercise:: how could you justify how could you justify
the ad hoc introduction of athe ad hoc introduction of a
mass scale?mass scale?
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Parametrizing Parametrizing the diagonal matrices as:the diagonal matrices as:

we find the minima at:we find the minima at:

For SU(2) we have only two minima. The free energy, after aFor SU(2) we have only two minima. The free energy, after a
suitable change of variables                is:suitable change of variables                is:

For SU(3), also after a change of variables:For SU(3), also after a change of variables:
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Free energy:Free energy:

SU(2) - no barrierSU(2) - no barrier SU(3) - immediately above SU(3) - immediately above TTcc

there is a small barrier thatthere is a small barrier that
quickly disappears.quickly disappears.
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[[Pisarski Pisarski (2000); (2000); Dumitru Dumitru & & Pisarski Pisarski (2001)](2001)]

Model 2: expectation value of Model 2: expectation value of Polyakov Polyakov loop as the order parameterloop as the order parameter

•• Landau- Landau-Ginzburg Ginzburg effective potential constructed using symmetryeffective potential constructed using symmetry
arguments - include all powers of l allowed by symmetry!arguments - include all powers of l allowed by symmetry!

•• For 3  For 3 colorscolors::

where l is complex.where l is complex.

•• Coefficients b Coefficients bii fit to reproduce results fit to reproduce results
from the lattice for pressure andfrom the lattice for pressure and
energy densityenergy density

ExerciseExercise: : what sort of defect (topologicalwhat sort of defect (topological
or not) would you expect to find in such aor not) would you expect to find in such a
vacuum pattern?vacuum pattern? [[ScaveniusScavenius, , Dumitru Dumitru & & Lenaghan Lenaghan (2002)](2002)]
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•• Real-axis cut of effective potential for the PLM. Real-axis cut of effective potential for the PLM.

•• Above  Above TTcc  there is a tiny barrier that rapidly disappears asthere is a tiny barrier that rapidly disappears as
  the temperature increases.  the temperature increases.

SU(3) effective potential in the SU(3) effective potential in the Polyakov Polyakov Loop Model:Loop Model:
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Pressure and effective potential for SU(3)Pressure and effective potential for SU(3)

[[MeisingerMeisinger, Miller & Olive (2001)], Miller & Olive (2001)] [[LayekLayek, , Mishra Mishra & & Srivastava Srivastava (2005)](2005)]

N.B.: dynamics of phase transition, domain walls, N.B.: dynamics of phase transition, domain walls, spinodal spinodal decomposition, decomposition, ……
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Effective theory for the Effective theory for the chiral chiral transitiontransition

••  Symmetry: for Symmetry: for masslessmassless  QCD, the action is invariant underQCD, the action is invariant under
SU(SU(NNff))LL x SU( x SU(NNff))RR

••  ““FastFast”” degrees of freedom: quarks degrees of freedom: quarks
    ““SlowSlow”” degrees of freedom: mesons degrees of freedom: mesons

•• Typical energy scale: hundreds of  Typical energy scale: hundreds of MeVMeV

••  For SU(For SU(NNff=2), for simplicity, we have =2), for simplicity, we have pions pions and the sigmaand the sigma

•• Framework: coarse-grained Landau- Framework: coarse-grained Landau-Ginzburg Ginzburg effective potentialeffective potential

••  SU(2) SU(2) x SU(2) spontaneously broken in the vacuumx SU(2) spontaneously broken in the vacuum

•• Can also accommodate explicit breaking by massive quarks Can also accommodate explicit breaking by massive quarks
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Building the effective lagrangianBuilding the effective lagrangian

 Kinetic terms:

 Fermion-meson interaction:

 Chiral self-interaction:

 Explicit chiral symmetry breaking term:

[with scalars allowed by χ symmetry]
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Parameters should be fixed such that:Parameters should be fixed such that:

•• SU(2) SU(2)LL  x SU(2)x SU(2)RR is spontaneously broken in the vacuum, with is spontaneously broken in the vacuum, with
<<σσ> = f> = fππ    , <, <ππ> = 0> = 0

•• h should be related to the nonzero pion mass (plays a role h should be related to the nonzero pion mass (plays a role
analogous to an external magnetic field for a spin system)analogous to an external magnetic field for a spin system)

•• f fππ = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant, determined = 93 MeV is the pion decay constant, determined
experimentally. It comes about when one computes the weakexperimentally. It comes about when one computes the weak
decay of the pion, which is proportional to the amplitudedecay of the pion, which is proportional to the amplitude

ExerciseExercise:: prove that the terms above are the ones allowed by  prove that the terms above are the ones allowed by chiralchiral
symmetrysymmetry, except for the last which breaks it explicitly., except for the last which breaks it explicitly.

a,b: isospina,b: isospin
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•• The small but nonzero pion mass breaks  The small but nonzero pion mass breaks ““softlysoftly”” the the
axial current:axial current:

•• PCAC:  PCAC: ““partial conservation of the axial currentpartial conservation of the axial current””

•• Including a term  Including a term ~~ h hσσ brings the following consequences: brings the following consequences:

- The true vacuum (in the - The true vacuum (in the σσ direction) is shifted direction) is shifted
[we can redefine [we can redefine ffππ  such that it coincides with the experimental value]such that it coincides with the experimental value]
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- The - The σσ mass is modified mass is modified

- - Pions Pions acquire a nonzero massacquire a nonzero mass

which fixes h to be:which fixes h to be:

Then, all parameters can be chosen to reproduce theThen, all parameters can be chosen to reproduce the
vacuum features of mesons.vacuum features of mesons.
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- The connection with the quark mass is given by the- The connection with the quark mass is given by the
GellGell-Mann--Oakes--Renner (GOR) relation:-Mann--Oakes--Renner (GOR) relation:

““by constructionby construction””, since one, since one
wants this term to mimicwants this term to mimic
the QCD explicit breakingthe QCD explicit breaking
of of chiral chiral symmetrysymmetry

Connection not only between mConnection not only between mππ and and
mmqq, but also between the , but also between the σσ field field
condensate and the condensate and the chiral chiral condensatecondensate

- In a medium, one can use <- In a medium, one can use <σσ>(T) in the effective model>(T) in the effective model
to describe the melting of the to describe the melting of the chiralchiral condensate at high T. condensate at high T.
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Putting Putting σσ and  and ππii together in an O(4) field  together in an O(4) field  φ φ=(=(σσ,,ππii), we have), we have

Lagrangian:Lagrangian:

Partition function:Partition function:

Integrating over the fermions (heat bath for the chiral fields),Integrating over the fermions (heat bath for the chiral fields),
we obtain an effective thermodynamic potential forwe obtain an effective thermodynamic potential for  φφ=(=(σσ,,ππ))
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Effective potential in the Effective potential in the σσ direction direction (modulo inhomogeneity (modulo inhomogeneity
corrections which tend to reduce the barrier)corrections which tend to reduce the barrier)
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Discussion:Discussion: dynamics of dynamics of
phase conversion for RHICphase conversion for RHIC
& the early universe& the early universe
(different scales ->(different scales ->
very different dynamics!very different dynamics!
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Phase diagram and effective potentialPhase diagram and effective potential

[[Scavenius Scavenius et al. (2001)]et al. (2001)]

(linear(linear  σ σ)) (NJL)(NJL)
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Nonzero quark mass effectsNonzero quark mass effects

Chiral Chiral condensate and renormalized condensate and renormalized Polyakov Polyakov loop with loop with mmq q > 0 on the lattice> 0 on the lattice

[RBC-[RBC-Bielefeld CollabBielefeld Collab., 2006]., 2006] [[PetrovPetrov, 2006], 2006]

Flavor and quark mass dependenceFlavor and quark mass dependence
absorbed almost entirely in absorbed almost entirely in TTcc

Strange condensate multiplied byStrange condensate multiplied by
2 for better visibility2 for better visibility
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••  Behavior of the critical Behavior of the critical 
    point with quark masspoint with quark mass

•• Model predictions,  Model predictions, latticelattice,  ,  
    freeze-out points in HICfreeze-out points in HIC  
    (for the critical point)   (for the critical point)   
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 Where does the Where does the ““QCD pointQCD point”” lie on the (m lie on the (ms s , , mmqq) and) and
the (T, the (T, mmqq) phase diagrams?) phase diagrams?

[Gavin, [Gavin, Gocksch Gocksch & & Pisarski Pisarski (1994)](1994)]
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Combining Combining chiralchiral and and deconfinement deconfinement transitions transitions
[ Do [ Do deconfinement deconfinement andand chiral  chiral symmetry restoration happen at the same T ? ]symmetry restoration happen at the same T ? ]

““Order parametersOrder parameters”” and susceptibilities in SU(3) with  and susceptibilities in SU(3) with massivemassive fundamental quarks: fundamental quarks:

[[Karsch Karsch (2002)](2002)]
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[[Wuppertal Wuppertal group (2006)]group (2006)]

[RBC-[RBC-Bielefeld CollabBielefeld Collab. (2006)]. (2006)]

••  Is TIs Tdd =  = TTχχ??

••  2 answers at the moment:2 answers at the moment:
- apparently yes- apparently yes
- no, they differ by - no, they differ by ~~ 25  25 MeVMeV

••  Why should they coincide? - could Why should they coincide? - could effeff. models help?. models help?

••  Is the QCD transition moreIs the QCD transition more deconfining deconfining or more or more chiral chiral
symmetry restoring? Which mechanism drives thesymmetry restoring? Which mechanism drives the
transition?transition?
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Some results for Some results for mmqq= 0 and = 0 and mmq q   ∞∞

 mmq q = 0 - light quarks:= 0 - light quarks:
                      chiral chiral symmetry restorationsymmetry restoration
                    induces induces deconfinementdeconfinement
                                Generalized Landau-Generalized Landau-Ginzburg Ginzburg theorytheory

   within the linear    within the linear σσ model model
                    [                    [MMóócsycsy, , Sannino Sannino & & Tuominen Tuominen (2003/2004)](2003/2004)]

 mmq q   ∞∞ - very heavy quarks: - very heavy quarks:
                      deconfinement deconfinement drivesdrives
                    chiral chiral symmetry restorationsymmetry restoration
                                Polyakov Polyakov Loop Model, etcLoop Model, etc
                  [                  [Pisarski Pisarski (2000); (2000); Dumitru Dumitru & & Pisarski Pisarski (2001/2002); (2001/2002); MeisingerMeisinger, Miller & , Miller & Ogilvie Ogilvie (2004)](2004)]
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Some approaches including Some approaches including chiral chiral & & deconfinement deconfinement propertiesproperties

••  Lattice models of Wilson lines and SU(N) Lattice models of Wilson lines and SU(N) chiral chiral spinsspins
  [Chen &   [Chen & DeTar DeTar (1987)](1987)]
  
•• Scalar models of  Scalar models of chiral chiral and and deconfinement deconfinement order parametersorder parameters
  [  [MMóócsycsy, , Sannino Sannino & & Tuominen Tuominen (2004)](2004)]

•• Phenomenological  Phenomenological EoS EoS of the QGP including quarksof the QGP including quarks
  [  [Gocksch Gocksch & & Ogilvie Ogilvie (1985); (1985); MeisingerMeisinger, Miller & , Miller & Ogilvie Ogilvie (2002)](2002)]

•• Coupling the  Coupling the Polyakov Polyakov loop to the NJL model (PNJL)loop to the NJL model (PNJL)
  [Fukushima (2004);   [Fukushima (2004); RattiRatti, , Thaler Thaler & & Weise Weise (2006)](2006)]
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Example:Example:

••  Massive quarks -> explicitly broken symmetries -> new terms Massive quarks -> explicitly broken symmetries -> new terms 

••  No true order parameterNo true order parameter

••  Generalized Landau-Generalized Landau-GinzburgGinzburg

 Chiral Chiral::

  Polyakov Polyakov loop:loop:

[Gavin, [Gavin, Gocksch Gocksch & & Pisarski Pisarski (1994)](1994)]
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 Interaction (bridge): Interaction (bridge):

••  σσ mass fixed by critical behavior close to  mass fixed by critical behavior close to TTcc

••  Polyakov Polyakov loop mass related to screening radius (lattice)loop mass related to screening radius (lattice)

••  ggi i ’’s s fitted to lattice data through fitted to lattice data through ““mean-field analysismean-field analysis””
  (some implicit loops)  (some implicit loops)

•• use of  use of GellGell-Mann/Oakes/Renner (GOR) relation-Mann/Oakes/Renner (GOR) relation

•• results valid for small quark masses results valid for small quark masses

•• approximations, fits and control of consistency very tricky! approximations, fits and control of consistency very tricky!
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Example of typical results for the Example of typical results for the ““order parametersorder parameters””::

PlusPlus::

Still waiting for reliable lattice data - Still waiting for reliable lattice data - 
coming soon from MILC & QCDOC !coming soon from MILC & QCDOC !

[[Petreczky Petreczky & & Petrov Petrov (2004)](2004)]
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SummarySummary

•• One can construct useful effective models to describe the One can construct useful effective models to describe the
deconfining deconfining transition using the transition using the Polyakov Polyakov loop as the building blockloop as the building block

•• This procedure was generalized to a matrix model approach, This procedure was generalized to a matrix model approach,
including fermions as a background field (not discussed here)including fermions as a background field (not discussed here)

•• The  The chiral chiral transition can be described using the transition can be described using the chiralchiral
condensate as the order parametercondensate as the order parameter

•• Nonzero (even if small) quark masses bring non-trivial Nonzero (even if small) quark masses bring non-trivial
consequences to the phase structure of QCDconsequences to the phase structure of QCD

•• Are  Are deconfinement deconfinement and and chiral chiral transition closely related? Do theytransition closely related? Do they
happen at the same T? Several effective approaches available, buthappen at the same T? Several effective approaches available, but
physics still unclearphysics still unclear……
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 4th Lecture: 4th Lecture:

•• Finite T x finite  Finite T x finite µµ:: pQCD pQCD, lattice, sign problem, etc, lattice, sign problem, etc

•• Nuclear Nuclear EoS EoS: relativistic and non-relativistic (brief): relativistic and non-relativistic (brief)

•• pQCD  pQCD at nonzero T and at nonzero T and µ  µ  (brief)(brief)

•• Cold Cold pQCD  pQCD at high density forat high density for massless  massless quarksquarks

•• Nonzero mass effects Nonzero mass effects

•• Compact stars and QCD at high density Compact stars and QCD at high density

•• Summary Summary


